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Measurement of NAS Hex head bolts, in these and some other series

NAS1103-1120 NAS1303-1320 NAS6203-6220 NAS6603-6620

If this is not clear enough, supplement by reading Fastener Math & Terminology.

1) Put your AN bolt gauge back in the drawer.

2) Determine the diameter in 1/16ths of an inch. This will be the last two numerals in the part # prefix
i.e.: NAS1303-16. The underlined of the example part # is 03, this represents a nominal diameter of 
3/16 of an inch.

3) Using a machinists ruler (6”) or calipers. Measure from under the head to the end of the full cylindrical
portion of the bolt.

Do not include the threads or the transition area between the threads and the full cylindrical portion of
the bolt.

This measurement will be the Grip Length of the bolt, it is expressed in 1/16ths of an inch. The grip
length is denoted as the last numerals in the parts # i.e.: NAS1303-16. The underlined of the example
part # is 16, this represents a grip length of 16/16 of an inch, or 1 inch.

4) If you do not have a bolt to measure you can take the same measurements from the place where the
bolt is going. Please allow in the calculation of the final grip length, any washers that will be used also. 

Tips:  To convert from a decimal readout to 16ths, multiply by 16

To convert from 16ths to decimals divide by 16

If this is not clear enough, supplement by reading Fastener Math & Terminology.

I hope this helps, if you still have questions call us?        Thanks, Tom
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NAS 464 Series Bolts
Diameter / Head Size / Hole Sizes / Thread Lengths

These bolts are for replacements only, they are inactive for design.  See NAS6203 thru 6220

HELP WITH THE SELECTION OF PART NUMBERS

The first three numbers after “NAS” designates the Design and Material of the bolt.

NAS464 BOLT SHEAR, CLOSE TOLERANCE, ALLOY STEEL 160 - 180kpsi, tensile, Plated or Unplated Shank

Use either a ( - ) for an unplated shank or a ( P ) for a plated shank.  Right after NAS464, Plating is Cad II.

The next number after the ( - ) or the  ( P ) denotes the diameter in 1/16ths of an inch.

An ( L ) after the diameter designates a slightly longer thread length.  An ( A ) just before the grip length denotes no hole for cotter pin.

The last numerals { } { } in the part number designate grip lengths in 1/16ths of an inch.  Add the “T” dimension to get overall length.

Grip length of bolts shall be measured from the underside of the head to the end of the full cylindrical portion of the shank.

Examples of Part Numbers

NAS464-5-20 = Unplated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.606 overall length, Hole for cotter pin
NAS464-5A20 = Unplated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.606 overall length, No Hole for cotter pin
NAS464-5L20 = Unplated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.656 overall length, Hole for cotter pin
NAS464-5LA20 = Unplated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.656 overall length, No Hole for cotter pin
NAS464P5-20 = Plated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.606 overall length, Hole for cotter pin
NAS464P5A20 = Plated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.606 overall length, No Hole for cotter pin
NAS464P5L20 = Plated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.656 overall length, Hole for cotter pin
NAS464P5LA20 = Plated Grip, 5/16 diameter, 1.250 Grip, 1.656 overall length, No Hole for cotter pin

NOTE:  all dimensions in inches
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NAS HEX Head Bolts
Diameter / Head Size / Hole Sizes/ Thread Lengths

HELP WITH THE SELECTION OF PART NUMBERS:
The first two numbers after “NAS” designates the Design and Material of the bolt.
The third and fourth number after “NAS” designates the diameter in 1/16” increments.
NAS11 { } { } BOLT, SHEAR-HEXAGON HEAD, SHORT THREAD, Alloy steel 160-180 ksi. Cad II plated.          Inactive for design, 7/1/76 See NAS62{ } { }
NAS13 { } { } BOLT, SHEAR-HEXAGON HEAD, LONG THREAD, Alloy steel 160-180 ksi. Cad II plated. Inactive for design, 10/81 See NAS66{ } { }
NAS62 { } { }  BOLT, HEX HEAD, CLOSE TOL., MEDIUM THREAD LENGTH. Alloy steel 160-180 ksi, Oversize and Self Locking available. Cad II Plated
NAS66 { } { }  BOLT, HEX HEAD, CLOSE TOL., LONG THREAD LENGTH. Alloy steel 160-180 ksi, Oversize and Self Locking available. Cad II Plated

The last numerals { } { } in the part number designate grip lengths in 1/16ths of an inch.  Add the “T” dimension to get overall length.
Grip length of bolts shall be measured from the underside of the head to the end of the full cylindrical portion of the shank.

Add “D” in the proper location for shank drill.  If “D” is used then “L” or “P” are not.  Add “H” in the proper location for head drill.
Add “W” in the proper location for Cad I (silver colored) plating.  Add a “C” for chrome plated shank.
Add “X” or “Y” at the very end to designate an oversize bolt, X = .0156 Oversize, Y = .0312 Oversize diameter shank.  The threads are normal size.
Add “P” for patch type locking element on threads.  An “L” would allow patch or pellet type locking element.

Examples of Part Numbers: Listing options and placement of option code letters; omit undesirable options from your part numbers.

Not all options are available for all bolts.

NAS1104-16, NAS1104-16D, NAS1104-16H, NAS1104-16DH, NAS1104-16DHW Chrome, Oversize, or Locking not available.

NAS1304-16, NAS1304-16D, NAS1304-16H, NAS1304-16DH ,NAS1304-16DHW Chrome, Oversize, or Locking not available.

NAS6204-16, NAS6204-16D, NAS6204-16H, NAS6204-16DH, NAS6204L16, NAS6204P16, NAS6204C16, NAS6204-16X, NAS6204-16Y, ETC

NAS6604-16, NAS6604D16, NAS6604H16, NAS6604DH16, NAS6604L16, NAS6604P16, NAS6604C16, NAS6604-16X, NAS6604-16Y, ETC

NOTE:  all dimensions in inches

Kits Available




